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Introduction and program

• What is this presentation about?
• The transition from fossil/conventional energy to renewable 

energy is not only a technical question. 
• Important: How can effective solutions and technologies be 

implemented politically?
⇒The search for social acceptance

• Today’s focus:
• What is «social acceptance» and how can we conceptualize and 

measure it?
• Two empirical examples

• Ballot support for renewable electricity projects
• Preferences towards new technology in electricity transmission



Warm-up

• What does the notion “acceptance” mean?

• Find your answer to this question and write in down.



Social Acceptance – what the literature tells us

• Quite different things!
• “one factor that can potentially be a powerful barrier to the 

achievement of renewable energy targets” (Wüstenhagen et al. 
2007).

• acceptance as one among various reactions towards renewable 
energy technologies, whereby opposition, preferences, and 
support are other such reactions (e.g., Batel et al. 2013; Fast 
2013).

• And: Many studies do not conceptualize “acceptance” but just 
operationalize the phenomenon (somehow).

• Attitudes, voting behavior, perceptions of legitimacy, etc.
⇒ Inconsistencies heavily affect the potential for comparisons and 

implications



A first clarification: Wüstenhagen et al. 2007

However:
Attitudes towards a policy 
(e.g., ecological tax) vs.  
voting behaviour vs. 
compliance



Bringing the policy making perspective in
Dermont et al. (2017)



Process stages and actors’ reactions



Two empirical illustrations

• What they have in common: socio-political dimension
• However: Different stages in the policy process 

• different roles of citizens 
• different actor‘s reactions

• Example 1: Preferences for new vs. conventional technologies
• Also: How to measure preferences on new issues?

• Example 2: Support of renewable policies
• Also: How to measure support?



Example 1: Preferences towards hybrid high voltage lines

• What are we talking about?
• Electricity transmission is an important element of the transition of 

energy systems 
• need for increasing grid capacity
• However: popular resistance (e.g., appeals)
⇒ Research question: Do citizens’ approve a new technology (and 

prefer over the conventional one)?

• The social acceptance perspective
• Concrete infrastructure projects (community acceptance) vs. social 

acceptance of a new technology (socio-political acceptance)
• Stage 1 (if at all): Elite’ responsiveness and citizens’ preferences 

towards new technological solutions

• Measurement: 
• The challenge of measuring preferences on new issues
• Experimental survey design: information treatments

• To capture volatility and stability



Positive and negative information effects
Preferences towards the new technology

T1: 
Necessity to 
increase grid 
capacity (positive)

T2: 
Potential negative 
effects
(negative)



Example 2: Social acceptance of incentive-based 
instruments in a direct-democratic context

• What are we talking about?
• According to ecological economist, incentive-based instruments are 

most effective and efficient to reach ecological goals.
• Ideal: ecological tax reform

• However: Lacking support and difficult political implementation
• The role of direct democracy!

• Research question: What makes incentive-based instruments so 
unpopular?

• The social acceptance perspective
• Stage 3: We need to measure support

• Measurement
• The challenge of measuring support in a survey context
• Experimental survey design (Conjoint Analyse)

• Multidimensional decision => a ballot proposal consists of various 
elements



A choice experiment:

 Conjoint choice analysis

 4’146 individuals, 
7x2 policy proposals

 Swiss representative sample, 
mail invitation & online survey

 Trilingual survey: D / F / I



Mean support for incentive-based energy policies



What factors boost citizens‘ support, what are the 
red lines?

Focus on renewables, 
in particular PV

No nuclear energy

No costs!

Energy tax

No exceptions

Not long-term

But what to do???



Summary and take home message

• Lacking social acceptance as an important potential barrier to the 
transition of energy systems towards renewables.

• The substantial conclusions
• Even though renewables are strongly preferred by citizens, 

support for according instruments and technologies is not self-
evident.

• The crucial question: how can costs be compensated for?
• Uncertainty, lack of knowledge and experience: a hurdle to “social 

acceptance” – but also a natural characteristics of renewable 
energy solutions.

• Methodological conclusions
• How to receive valid measurements of actors’ reactions in 

surveys?
• Experimental survey approaches may be promising
• The advantages of the Swiss direct-democratic context



Summary and take home message II

• Conceptual conclusions 
• Specify your conceptualization of “social acceptance” based on 

the relevant context the actors and their roles
• Don’t forget the policy making process (i.e., the different stages)
• Conceptualizing “social acceptance” is challenging, but 

substantially and methodologically relevant
• for the research design, but also
• when comparing results, and
• when deriving conclusions and implications.
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